This series ‘Bygone Days of Ansty’ looks at the more recent past as outlined by local newspaper cuttings and other articles carefully saved and cherished
by some long standing Ansty villagers and their families.
This section takes us back to well over 30 years ago when a couple of news items concerning the Ansty May Day event might be described as mildly
controversial. We were not able to attribute the source or exact date of some of these extracts but would be delighted to include them if someone can
accurately inform us.

These newspaper cuttings show how
passionate most Ansty folk were in 1982
(and still are today) about how to look
after their May Pole and how to celebrate
May Day.
It seems then (as now) most villagers
preferred the low key approach – keeping
the celebrations ‘in keeping’ with long
standing traditions insofar as they can be
met in the modern setting.
The idea of turning ‘Ansty May’ into an
enterprise with new ideas and perhaps an
eye on profits did not go down well with
some.
To this day the simple ‘low key’ viewpoint
prevails.

Publican Chris Thomas and his wife Sally, at the centre of the May Day Battle

Origin of Newspaper extracts unknown

Just over 30 years ago, Ansty’s May Pole revelries got ‘big coverage’ in ‘The Guardian’ newspaper, no less.
Under the banner ‘Darling Buds of May’ Guardian correspondent Frederick Harrison came to Ansty to report on the May Day 1987 festivities as a diversion from
exploring and reporting on (allegedly) the ‘Old Drove Road’ that runs across the top of the downs above Ansty.
It was an early example of so called ‘Fake News’. His report contained a number of factual inaccuracies which in themselves might have passed muster but his account
of what actually went on during the occasion was just plain disagreeable and largely fabricated. Harrison might have meant his approach to be funny but it wasn’t.
Frederick Harrison’s article was basely written and with notable ‘observer’ bias. His sarcastic article outlining the Ansty May Day event unkindly mocked the
proceedings and the participants throughout. To his mind, it seems his ‘copy’ was more important than representing the simple facts of a village cultural tradition that
has been practised for centuries. Sanitised and perhaps ‘not so genuine’ some traditions may be these days but this was not an excuse for the ‘Travelling Man’ to all but
rubbish our May Pole celebrations out of hand. There wasn’t a ‘merrie response’ from the Ansty May Day organisers when they read his words as you might well
imagine!
One can only hope that ‘Old Drove Road’ spreads he apparently tabled did not get the same treatment.
More than thirty years on and the Ansty May Day celebrations still continue to entertain the enthusiastic local ‘peons’.
It is a long read and it is certainly a different take. See what you think.

Right- The White

Horse Morris
Dancers – Ansty
High Street, May 1st
1987 on a wet and
windy Friday
evening.

Pictures from ‘The Guardian’ 16-05-1987

Left- The Maidens

and their haloes of
flowers dancing to
the tune of ‘Jenny
Plucks(s) Pears’ - a
very old Folk Tune.

Text from ‘The Guardian’ 16-05-1987

